
"Four musicians create a magical instrumental atmosphere of world music, but when Limor Oved steps on the stage, electricity pervades the air. She has an hypnotic presence. She moves with intentional precision and controls every gesture... In her singing and movement she seduces and persuades, surrenders and unravels, while extracting every possible shade of emotion; she is completely devoid of embarrassment, full of confidence, thriving. 
And it is no wonder. Behind her is an impressive track record as a theatre actor, often in musical roles, and now she delivers her intimate solo show - the insistent word in the industry as well as in the general public is that soon she will make it big." 
- Nachum Mochiach, "La'Isha" Magazine

"Limor Oved combines the energy of an actor with the voice of an excellent singer, and enraptures the audience with her personality. Her stage power is two-fold - she fascinates with her presence of movement as well as her fantastic range of facial expressions. It is clear that this is a singer and actor and not just a singer, but it is hard not to be carried away by this captivating bomb of hot energy, to the point of saying to yourself: Limor Oved has got to get to Caesarea!"
- "Hot Recommendation"

"Limor Oved's show presents her as someone who the title 'diva' was exactly tailored for. A combination of ecstatic sexuality, larger-than-life drama, a voice to raise the dead and songs that accurately combine world music, cabaret and pop." 
- Tal Perry, "Ma'ariv"

"Her name may still be unfamiliar, but with talent and ambition like hers it is really only a matter of time. The original songs she performs are not without their theatrics, and thanks to her vocal qualities the evening manages to rule over a wide range of styles. Classical Arab arrangements take an honorary seat with wonderful versions of the songs of Egyptian singer Amr Diab and Algerian singer Cheb Mami."
- Meirav Yudilevich, "Ynet"


